Lr. No. TT/STB/JTO LICE/2015-16 Vac/I3  Dated at HD the 14-11-2017

To
1. The Principal RTTC-HD
2. The Principal RTTC-Thiruvananthapuram
3. The Principal ALTTC- Gaziabad

Sub:- Calling for options from officials who are undergoing JTO Phase-I Training – Reg.

Ref:- 1. AGM (SR&Trg)HD Lr.No. TT/TRG/JTO-Ph-1/Vol-II/2015-16/91 Dated 12-09-2017

-:oOo:-

Options are hereby called for from the officials pertaining to TT Circle including Non recruiting units of TT Circle who are undergoing JTO phase-I training for posting as JTOs on promotion.

The officials should exercise minimum three options i.e. minimum 3 SSAs specifying choices in the order of priority.

Having exercised option, it should not be presumed that the option exercised will be considered.

The options will be considered according to the administrative convenience and vacancy position.

In case any of the options are considered, the official will not be entitled for TA/TP.

Cont’d..
Options should reach this office on or before 20th Nov, 2017 positively.

Options received after due date will not be considered and for such cases, postings will be as per administrative convenience only.

This has the approval of the competent authority.

Encl: Proforma

Asstt. General Manager (Admin)
% CGMT, BSNL, TT Circle, Hyderabad-1
PH: 040-23203139

Copy to
1. All GMs TD in TT Circle.
2. The PGM HTD, Hyderabad
3. The PGM (NWO) CM, SD
4. The GM (Mtce) STR-HD
5. The GM (Projects)-HD
Proforma

1. Name of the Official : 

2. Designation (Substantive grade) : 

3. HRMS No. : 

4. Date of Birth : 

5. SSA Working : 

6. Date of entry in the SSA : 

7. Training centre where the official is undergoing training : 

8. List of SSAs opted : 1. 
   2. 
   3. 

I am willing to forego TA / TP if any of the above option is considered.

Signature of the official

Counter Signature of DE (Admn) of Training Centre